A new deformable shape model is defined with the following properties: (1) A-priori knowledge describes shapes not only by statistical variation of a fixed structure like active shape/appearance model but also by variability of structure using a production system. (2) Multi-resolution description of shape structures enable more constrained statistical variation of shape as the model evolves in fitting the data. (3) It enables comparison between different shapes as well as characterizing and reconstructing instances of the same shape. Experiments on simulated 2D shapes demonstrate the ability of the algorithm to find structures of different shapes and also to characterize the statistical variability between instances of the same shape.
Introduction
Shape representation, recognition and classification is used for analyzing 2-d and 3-d data as well as to analyze 3-d data from 2-d projections. This work is interested in the former. Various deformable shape models have been developed in recent years and used for segmentation, motion tracking, reconstruction and comparison between shapes. These models can be broadly classified into three classes: 1. Statistical models that use a-priori knowledge about how the shape varies to reconstruct that shape. 2. Dynamic models that fit the shape data that use built-in smoothness constraints to maintain an optimal solution. 3. Structural models that extract structural features from shapes to compare and classify them. Examples of the first class are: (1) Active Shape/Appearance Models developed by Cootes et. al [1] that utilize principal component analysis in order to describe variations of landmarks and textures. ( 2) The Active Appearance Motion Model by Mitchell et. al [2] that extends active appearance models to fit a time varying shape like the heart. (3) Probabilistic registration by Chen [3] that uses the per-voxel gray level and shift vector distributions to guide a better fit between the atlas and the data. Smoothness constraints between neighboring shift vectors results in improved results.
The main restriction in statistical models is that they describe the statistical variations of a fixed-structure shape and not structural differences between different shapes.
Examples of the second class are: (1) Front propagation methods by Malladi et. al [4] that simulate an expanding closed curve that eventually fits the shape. (2) Dynamic particles by Szeliski et. al [5] that simulate a system of dynamic oriented particles that expand into the object surface guided by internal forces that maintain an even and smooth distribution between them. (3) T-snakes / surfaces by McInerny et. al [6] that use the ACID grid (a triangular decomposition of space) that enable traditional snakes to become adaptive to complex object topologies.
The above deformable models are able to segment/sample objects of complex topology like blood vessels. Their restriction is that they cannot characterize the shapes they segment either statistically or structurally.
Examples of the third class are: (1) Shock grammar by Siddiqi et. al [7] . This model defines four types of shocks, which are evolving medial axes formed from colliding propagating fronts that originate at shape boundaries. This model defines a shock grammar that restricts how the shock types can combine to form a shape. The grammar is used to eliminate invalid shock combinations. The shock graphs that describe a shape facilitate comparison between shapes. (2) Finite element methods by Pentland et. al [8] define a dynamic finite element model that fits the shape. The low order modal coordinates describes the object structure under its free vibration modes. A simple dot product of the modal vectors of two shapes is a strong discriminator of their structural differences. (3) Super quadrics by Terzopoulos et. al [9] can describe shape in a multi-resolution fashion both globally and locally. The global superquadric facilitates comparison between shapes and the local displacements enable object reconstruction. (4) Shape blending by DeCarlo et. al [10] is used to fit an ellipsoid to the object model. The fitting process tears the surface into two blended surface patches at points where the object has protrusions or holes. The importance of blended surfaces is that we can construct a graph of protrusion / hole structures of these shapes.
The models of this class are data driven in that they have no prior knowledge about the structures of the shapes they fit. They can not describe the shapes they fit statistically.
The model we propose defines a multi-resolution a-priori knowledge about the shape both at the structural and the statistical level. This extends the ability of statistical models to handle structural variability and structural models to include apriori information about shape.
Method
The following definitions apply to 2-D shapes. A shape system is a tuple (S, P) where: (1) S is the set of shape units. (2) P is the set of productions.
A shape unit (S i ∈S) is a translation/rotation invariant polygonal mesh. It is characterized by a multivariate edge-length distribution. It is defined by the tuple (V, E, µ, Σ, Φ) where: 1. V is a set of vertices.
2. E is a list of directed edges (e 1 , e 2 ... e n ) defined over V. 3. µ is the vector of mean edge-lengths. 
, θ is the orientation of the mesh defined by the angle between the first edge in E (call it e 1 ) and the x axis and ) , ( y x t t are the coordinates of the first vertex in e 1 . A shape instance SI is the set of all shape unit instances which constitute the working memory of the system. We define a function f graph (s j ) that returns the graph G j =(V j , E j ) of the shape instance. The edge list E is defined over V such that it always satisfies the following geometric constraints: (1) As long as triangular inequality is not violated, each edge length can be changed without affecting the lengths of the other edges. (2) All vertex coordinates can be computed by iterating a triangulation procedure beginning with at least two known vertex-coordinates connected by an edge and a valid list of all other edge lengths.
Because triangulation from two vertex coordinates has two solutions we use the following procedure to select a unique solution (see Fig. 1 ): 1. If more than three vertex-coordinates have been computed select the triangulation coordinate that maximizes the distance from the centroid of known vertices. This has the effect of preventing the polygonal mesh from folding onto itself. 2. If only two vertices are known we use the direction of the edge connecting them to select a unique solution (e.g. right solution to the edge). The set of productions (P=P g ∪P m ) are rules that specify how shape units connect to each other. P consists of two types of productions (see Fig. 2 ): (1) Generating productions (P g ) that use current context to generate likely shape candidates. This is where structural a-priori knowledge is specified. (2) Merging productions (P m ) specify which neighboring groups of shape units can be merged into a bigger shape unit. This is where multi-resolution is specified. When a bigger shape unit is formed, a more constrained joint multivariate distribution of its components units is specified accordingly.
To define generating and merging productions we must define shape configuration. A shape configuration is a set of connected shape-instance graphs {f graph (s j ): s j ∈S ∧ S is connected}. A set of shape instance graphs S is connected iff ∀s j ∈ S, ∃ s k ∈ S such that V j ∩V k ≠∅ where V j , V k are the set of vertices for s j , s k respectively. SC is the set of all shape configurations. We define V(A) as the set of all vertices in the shape configuration A. P g is a relation between two shape configurations: {(A, B): A,B∈SC ∧ A⊆B}. When applying a generation rule on SI, we match and replace a shape configuration A with a shape configuration B specified by P g . We define the set of vertices that are generated as a result of applying a generating production as free
vertices: V(B)-V(A) and the original vertices before applying the production as bound vertices: V(A).
The vertex coordinates of a generated shape instance s j are initialized such that bound vertices are left unchanged and free vertices are set to minimize f deformation (s j ) (see eq. 1).
Pm is a function between two shape configurations: {(A, B): A,B∈SC ∧ A⊆B ∧ V(A)=V(B)}.
After applying a merging production (A, B), new shape unit instances in B-A constitute a grouping of the original sub-shapes into bigger shape units with a more specific joint distribution. The super shapes of B-A are then optimized using the new multivariate distribution. We still retain the original sub-shapes in set A because they may generate potential new shapes but they are not statistically optimized further. Shapes are associated with images by two fitness measures between a mesh instance (s j ) and an image: The image force f image , which is a suitably defined measure between vertices and the image and a deformation force, which is the Mahalanobis distance of the edge-length vector l from the meanµ..
The shape reconstruction algorithm (see Fig. 3 ) is a production system which begins from an initial shape instance. It generates a conflict set of candidate instances using generating shape productions. Each candidate is statistically optimized to fit the data. The best matching candidate is selected and generated. As shape groups are formed they are merged into bigger units using the merging productions. These groups are then statistically re-optimized using the new super shape. The output is a reconstructed shape described both statistically and structurally. The following is the pseudo code:
1 Initialize SI={s 0 } where s 0 is the initial shape.
2 Generate all candidate shapes (CS) from SI using P. 
Experiments
We demonstrate the deformable model on simulated 2D images of polygonal silhouettes (see Fig. 3 ). The silhouettes corner points (C) are the image features used to define f image . f image is the sum of the minimum distance between the instancevertices {v i } and corner points C. Given a predetermined set of shape units and productions, the purpose of this demonstration is to show the ability of the algorithm to reconstruct the shapes such that we can differentiate between shapes that have different structures and characterize statistically the variability of shapes that have the same structure.
For the sake of brevity, we denote adjacent shape unit instances S i , S j used in the productions by a string S i S j . Three shape units are used to construct the images as shown in Fig. 4 . Four generating productions are defined: Pg= {S1→S 1 S 3 mapped as shown in Fig. 2(a) , S 1 →S 1 S 2 , S 2 →S 2 S 3 , S 3 →S 3 S 1 }. One merging production is defined: Pm= {S 1 S 3 →S 2 } mapped as shown in Fig. 2(b) . 
Conclusions and Future Work
Using prior knowledge about structures and there deformations, we demonstrated a new shape model that is able to reconstruct and represent shapes in a form suitable for recognition, reconstruction and comparison.
The shape model has potential applications in several fields such as: (1) Classifying an image database of shapes into several categories. (2) Hierarchical segmentation of a shape into sub shapes that have some meaning in terms of the image. (3) Using prior knowledge to search for and recognize instances of a certain shape in an image. We plan to test the ability of the model on recognizing database of 2D images and then on recognizing structures in medical images.
